THfetk EXITS AND THEER ENTRANCES
Yes, but this business of taking life prematurely and wantonly—
What about insects, I am asked by that part of myself which sits
in the Opposition Benches and perpetually asks awkward questions.
Yet as it happens, detesting nearly all insects, I rarely kill them,
because I can no more bear them as corpses than I can endure
them alive. I cannot see them killed, and least of all can I perform
the execution myself. I must be honest-to-God and confess that
all this reluctance is probably nausea, not a noble tolerant creed
of live and let live. It is a queer thing, this insect nausea, which
functions quite illogically here and not there, different for nearly
each person. One is quite distinctly selective about it, too: I
would not kill or have killed on my behalf, ladybirds, butterflies,
caterpillars, mice, toads, frogs, lizards, tortoises (never mind half
of these not being insects) because they appeal to me and I find
them engaging. But equally I would not kill or have killed on
my behalf when I am out of the way, any insects which I do abhor,
such as wasps, mosquitoes, spiders and bluebottles, because they
make me feel sick, dead or alive. That nausea puts the whok
thing in a muddle, for it can neither be explained nor sublimated.
I would like best to have refrained from mentioning it—but for
the Opposition Benches.
I have only once seen death lay stillness on a human being. And
my aunt was so old and gentle and diffident that when she died
you could almost call it the ultimate degree of self-effacement;
so loosely held to those terrible beautiful compulsions in life that
sent Josephine down the mobile days and nights, that when I saw
her lying on the bed with carved features and hands arranged to
fold over yellow chrysanthemums and white lilies, it seemed less
like death than even the mere thought of Josephine dead.
I know that dogs display uneasiness at the sight of trunks and
suitcases being carried downstairs into the hall; but cats, it has
been frequently observed, cats are different—or rather, indifferent,
and concern themselves little with what we are doing and going
to do presently. So we could be fairly safe in believing that
Josephine had no premonition that judging by our behaviour
sentence of death must fall on her, directly her kittens wore boni.
No vet will undertake to destroy an animal while it is oarying its
young. Her first batch of seven were all born healthy and we*
and of these Tommy was the highly-strung survivor— (*Tve no
oatience with all that nonsense," said Josephine to Jessie from aett
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